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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MISTRAS GROUP’S HEATH SERVICES LAB
HONORED WITH SAFETY RECOGNITION
PRINCETON JUNCTION, N.J. – JUNE, 2017 – MISTRAS Group, Inc. (NYSE: MG) is pleased to announce that the
company’s services laboratory in Heath, Ohio was honored with two awards from the Bureau of Workers’
Compensation (BWC) for outstanding safety performance.
Per the BWC’s website, local safety councils around the state honor companies with the highest safety records. The
MISTRAS team received the “Group Award,” for the lowest recordable incident rate out of companies in similar-risk
industries, and the “100% Award,” for having zero injuries result in a day or more away from work in the previous
calendar year.
“Credit goes to lab management and every level of personnel for remaining engaged and safety-conscious every
day,” said Chris Smith, Group Vice President of Corporate Compliance for MISTRAS. “We’re in this business to ensure
safety for all people and equipment, and that starts with staying constantly aware of our surroundings.”
MISTRAS operates in the asset protection industry, providing inspection, engineering, maintenance, products &
systems, and software to ensure the structural integrity of industrial and energy infrastructure. Since 2012, the
Heath lab has gone over 1.5 million hours without a recordable injury.
About MISTRAS Group, Inc.
MISTRAS is a leading “one source” global provider of technology-enabled asset protection solutions used to evaluate
the structural integrity of critical energy, industrial and public infrastructure. Mission critical services and solutions
are delivered globally and provide customers with asset life extension, improved productivity and profitability,
compliance with government safety and environmental regulations, and enhanced risk management operational
decisions.
MISTRAS uniquely combines its industry-leading products and technologies - 24/7 on-line monitoring of critical
assets; mechanical integrity (MI) and non-destructive testing (NDT) services; destructive testing (DT) services;
process and fixed asset engineering and consulting services; and its world class enterprise inspection data
management and analysis software (PCMS™) to provide comprehensive and competitive products, systems and
services solutions from a single source provider.
For more information, please visit the company's website at http://www.mistrasgroup.com or contact Nestor S.
Makarigakis, Group Director, Marketing Communications at marcom@mistrasgroup.com.
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